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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 INTRODUCTION 
Aqua Engineering was contracted to evaluate the possibility of forming a district that includes 
Providence, Nibley, and Hyrum.  Currently, Providence and Nibley are connected to the Logan 
City water treatment facility.  Hyrum has its own wastewater treatment facility.  The district 
would purchase Hyrum’s existing wastewater treatment facility and upgrade the facility to treat 
the waste for the three Cities.   
 
Additional collection system infrastructure would be required for Providence and Nibley to 
connect to the existing Hyrum facility.  The new collection system would include additional 
gravity lines and several pump stations and pressure outfall lines that would sent the wastewater 
to the Hyrum treatment facility.   
 
The primary purpose of this study is to evaluate the cost to upgrade the treatment system at 
Hyrum and install a new collection system to determine if it is a better alternative than staying 
with Logan City.  The capital costs for upgrading and purchasing the Hyrum facility along with 
the new collection system are evaluated.  The Operation and Maintenance costs are included in 
this evaluation. 
 

 DEMOGRAPHICS 
The population growth was based on the growth estimates from the Governor’s Office of 
Planning and Budget.  The budgeting for this project at the treatment facility is divided into two 
phases.  The first phase would include construction at the treatment facility to meet a design year 
of 2024 and the second phase would take things out to 2035. Millville is currently on septic 
systems but it is assumed that some of their future homes will be connected to the sewer.  The 
population shown for Millville is only for the anticipated connections in the future.  Table 1-1 
below is a summary of the populations for the design year. 
 
Table 1-1 Design Population 
  Population 

Year Hyrum Millville Nibley Providence Total 
2014 7897 37 6240 7166 21340 
2024 9346 454 8802 8650 27252 

2035 11251 1020 12850 10640 35761 

 
Sewer billings are done on a connection basis.  The population was converted to Equivalent 
Residential Users (ERU) to determine the approximate number connections that will be used for 
billing.  Table 1-2 is a summary of the ERU’s for the critical design years. 
 
Table 1-2 Design Equivalent Residential Connections 
  Equivalent Residential Connections (ERU) 

Year Hyrum Millville Nibley Providence Total 
2014 2256 10 1920 1991 6177 
2024 2670 126 2708 2403 7907 

2035 3215 283 3954 2956 10407 
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 FACILITY GOVERNANCE 
One of the primary purposes of this report is to recommend a way in which each of the different 
Cities can participate with the management of the wastewater treatment facility.  The 
recommended method is to acquire the Hyrum Treatment facility and form a district through an 
Inter Local Agreement.  There are a couple of different ways to create a district but using the 
Inter Local Agreement will allow the Cities to mage the agreement between themselves and 
remove the County from discussions.  This agreement will need to be worked out between each 
of the entities.  Typically there is a board formed that is represented by people from each of the 
different entities.  The board will oversee the management of the district.   The annual budget 
will be taken back to the individual City councils and funded from each City.  Typically the 
division would be based on the split in population. 
 

 HYRUM CITY EXISTING FACILITY 
Hyrum City has an existing treatment facility with a discharge permit that can be transferred to 
the newly formed district.  The plant has several key unit processes that can be modified which 
will allow expansion for the districts.  The following items are the key items that are a part of the 
existing facility. 
 

 MBR Treatment Facility 
 Land with water shares 
 Equipment  
 Drying Beds 
 Irrigation system 
 Reclaim Pump Station 

 
Hyrum’s City Council would like to receive $12,442,500 for the existing system.  With the 
additional connections additional upgrades will be required to meet the higher flow from the 
combined communities. 
 

 DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS 
 
It is assumed that the existing point of discharge can be used for the upgraded facility.  The 
existing permit limits were assumed to be valid for the new facility.  However, it is anticipated 
that a Level II antidegradation review will be required to increase the discharge flow above the 
current design flow of 2 MGD.  It is also anticipated that the Spring Creek Total Maximum Daily 
Load (TMDL) study will be redone in the next few years.  The reevaluation of the TMDL could 
change the permit limits along with other water quality standard changes in the future. 
 
The Spring Creek TMDL limited the phosphorus discharge for the Hyrum Facility several years 
ago.  However, the Department of Water Quality (DWQ) is currently working on new rules that 
will restrict the nitrate limits that will be allowed in a discharge permit.  As part of the upgrade it 
was anticipated that the limits would be lowered. 
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 HYRUM PLANT EXPANSION 
 
The Hyrum plant will need a substantial upgrade to meet the 3 MGD design flow.  The upgrade 
will include the following items. 
 

 Headworks 
 New Anaerobic Basins 
 New Anoxic Basins 
 New Aerobic Basins 
 New Membranes in the Existing Building 
 New Blowers 
 Updated UV Disinfection 
 Updated Crane System 
 Expanded Reuse Pump Station 
 Updated Reuse Piping 
 Additional Drying Beds 

 
The estimated cost to update the Treatment facility to treat 3 MGD of flow is about $11.3 
Million.  This upgrade should support the population to about 2024.  An additional project will 
be needed to get the plant capacity to 4 MGD.  The 4 MGD design flow will allow the plan to 
function until about 2035.  The additional cost to expand the plant to 4 MGD is about $2.9 
Million. 
 

 COLLECTION SYSTEM EXPANSION 
 
The sewage from Nibley and Providence will need to be sent to the location of the existing 
Hyrum City treatment facility.  There were four different routing alternatives evaluated to direct 
the sewage to the treatment facility.  The different alternatives range in cost between $5.6 
Million to 7.1 Million.   
 
It was assumed that the costs for the collection system would be split up between Providence and 
Nibley based on the benefit for each City.  Providence will be paying a larger portion because 
they are farther away from Hyrum. 
 
Option 3 runs a gravity line down 4000 South which will be beneficial to future growth in the 
area.  This is also the most expensive alternative at $7.1 Million but it is the preferred alternative 
because of the area that it could support.  However, one of the less expensive alternatives could 
be used if saving money became more important than the future growth area. 
 

 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS 
 
The operation and maintenance costs were estimated based on the existing Hyrum treatment 
plant budget.  Currently Hyrum City has three operators at the facility.  It is assumed that the 
expansion will require four operators.  The rest of the costs to operate the facility are assumed to 
be linear with the increased size of the facility.  The current operational cost for Hyrum is about 
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$29 per connection.  With the additional connections the estimated cost will be about $21 at 3 
MGD and $20 at 4 MGD for each connection. 
 

 FINANCIAL IMPACT 
The project will consist of upgrading the Hyrum Treatment facility to 3 MGD and new collection 
system piping and pump stations to deliver wastewater from Providence and Nibley.  Assuming 
option 3 for the collection system the overall project cost is shown in Table 1-3. 
 
Table 1-3 Total Project Cost 
District Total Costs   
Treatment Facility Upgrade  $       11,290,474  
Hyrum Treatment Facility Purchase  $       12,500,000  
Option 3 Collection System  $        7,136,679  
Total Project Cost  $       30,927,153  

 
The costs for the collection system would be divided between Providence and Nibley.  
Providence has the longest distance to get their wastewater flow to the treatment facility.  The 
cost was divided 50% to 50% where the lines are shared.  However Providence was assumed to 
cover the complete cost of the collection to the point the lines combined with Nibley.  Table 1-4 
below is a summary of the collection system cost. 
 
Table 1-4 Total Collection System Cost 

Option 3 Pipeline Cost 
Providence  $       5,055,497  
Nibley  $       2,081,183  
Total  $       7,136,679  

 
It was assumed that a reserve fund would be used to generate enough money to replace the 
membranes in 10 years.  The cost was assumed to be $3 Million for the replacement fund.  This 
would require a minimum of $3.50 a month per ERU to fund this account.  It would be best to 
include additional funding for other equipment but this is a start.  If the reserve fund is not 
created, additional debt will be required to pay for the membranes.  In order to keep costs down 
in the early years, it may be preferable for the cities to not charge the $3.50 per month fee 
initially, and bond for the $3 million amount later – potentially at the same time as the expansion 
of the plant from 3MGD to 4MGD.  
 
The annual cost per ERU was developed using the total costs from the estimated project costs, 
the reserve fund, and the O&M costs.  A 4% interest rate with a 20-year term was assumed for 
the monthly cost evaluation as this rate is achievable in the private markets.  However, based on 
conversations with the Department of Water Quality (DWQ), this project would likely be eligible 
for grant funding as well as low-interest loans.  Logan City just received a similar amount of 
funding at 0.75 percent for 20 years, which helps to greatly reduce costs.  Therefore, while the 
table below show costs at a four percent interest rate, later tables show a sensitivity analysis that 
brings down costs considerably with lower interest rates. The connections were based on the loan 
payback starting in 2016 where the total connections would be 6489.   
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Table 1-5 Total Cost per ERU – Option 3 
 

COST PER ERU 
Option 3 
3MGD 
Design 

Treatment 
Debt 

Service 

Pipeline 
Debt 

Service 
2016 

O&M Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2016 Total 
2035 

Hyrum $22.71 $0.00 $20.80 $3.50 $47.01 $38.46 
Providence $22.71 $15.15 $20.80 $3.50 $62.15 $49.05 
Nibley $22.71 $6.27 $20.80 $3.50 $53.27 $41.72 
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 DEMOGRAPHIC AND WASTEWATER CHARACTERISTICS 
 

 BACKGROUND 

This chapter gives an overview of demographic and wastewater flow characteristics of the areas 
that are included in this study.  The areas included in this study are; Hyrum, Nibley, Providence, 
and City of Millville, with an assumption that the Nibley’s wastewater stream will need to 
connect to central sewage collection in the future with new development of the city along with 
the expected population growth.  Currently, City of Hyrum has its own water reclamation 
facility.  Nibley and Providence are connected to a central sewer collection system that is 
connected to Logan’s wastewater treatment plant.  All of the residential housings in Millville 
have on-site systems, not connected to the central wastewater collection system.  
 

 POPULATION 

The 2013 population estimates from 2010 Census Bureau, and Average Annual Rate of Change 
from Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget for each community are shown in Table 2-1 
below. 
 
Table 2-1 Population and Population Projection 

 
*United States Census Bureau 2010  
**Nibley City City-planner estimate 
 
Based on the estimated 2013 population and AARC, population for each community was 
projected to the year of 2040 and plotted as shown in Figure 2-1.  Additionally, total numbers of 
the population that would be connected to the sewer system was also projected using each 
community’s projected population, as shown in Figure 2-2.  The total number of the population 
that would be connected to the sewer system is the existing population of Millville subtracted 
from total number of the projected population.  This is due to the septic systems installed on all 
of the existing housing in the City of Millville, however, it was assumed that the new 
development within the city will have to connect to the central sewer collection system, as it was 
mentioned earlier.  The projected total number of connection to the Regional Facility is 35,761 in 
the year of 2035. 

Hyrum Millville Nibley Providence
2013 Estimated* 7,745 1,869 6029** 7,033

AARC 1.7% 2.0% 3.5% 1.9%
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Figure 2-1Population Projection for Each Community 
 
 

 
Figure 2-2 Total Population Projection  
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 EQUIVALENT RESIDENTIAL CONNECTIONS (ERU) 

The population estimates were converted to Equivalent Residential Units (ERUs).  One ERU is 
equivalent to water usage by one single family residence.  To establish a monthly user rates, the 
ERU values are commonly used instead of population.  The values of ERUs vary from 
community to community and are supported by measured data.  The ERU values for the 
communities that are included in this study are; Hyrum 3.5 people/ERU, Millville 3.6 people 
/ERU, Nibley 3.25 people/ERU, and Providence 3.6 people/ERU.  Figure 2-3 shows the ERU’s 
for each of the different communities in this study.   
 

 
Figure 2-3 ERU for Each Community 
 
The total ERUs are projected in Figure 2-4.  It is anticipated that the total ERUs for the water 
reclamation facility reaches 10,407 in 2035. 
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Figure 2-4 Total ERU's 
 

 INFLUENT DESIGN PARAMETERS 

2.4.1 Flow 

Monthly flow measurements from 2010 and 2013 for Nibley and Providence were provided and 
analyzed for each community for each year, ranges of the average flow rate in gallon per day per 
capita are shown in Table 2-2.   
 
Table 2-2 Flow Rate 

 
 
The City of Nibley has an average monthly flow between 48.7 and 105.4 gallons per day per 
capita for last four years and the City of Providence has an average of 74.5 and 98.6 gallons per 
day per capita for last four years.  The design flow used for Hyrum wastewater treatment plant 
was 125 gallons per day per person when Hyrum City water reclamation facility was designed.  
Based on the flows from the three communities, 110 gallons per day per capita is recommended 
for use in establishing design flow rates for the treatment plant.  Applying this flow per capita 
equates to a 2024 design flow rate of about 3 MGD, and 2035 design flow of almost 4 MGD, 
overall flowrate projection to 2040 is shown in Figure 2-5.   
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Figure 2-5 Flowrate Projection 
 
For design purposes the facility will be phased so the first design flow will be 3 MGD and the 
second will be 4 MGD.   

2.4.2 Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) 

The influent BOD is assumed to be 300 mg/l. The following are the design loadings: 
 2024 – 3 MGD – 7,560 pounds per day 
 2035 – 4 MGD – 10,006 pounds per day 

2.4.3 Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 

The influent TSS is assumed to be 300 mg/l.  The following are the design loadings: 
 2024 – 3 MGD – 7,560 pounds per day 
 2035 – 4 MGD – 10,006 pounds per day 

2.4.4 Total Kjehldahl Nitrogen (TKN) 

The influent TKN is assumed to be 40 mg/l.  The following are the design loadings: 
 2024 – 3 MGD – 1,000 pounds per day 
 2035 – 4 MGD – 1,334 pounds per day 

2.4.5 Phosphorus 

The influent Phosphorus is assumed to be 8 mg/l.  The following are the design loadings: 
 2024 – 3 MGD – 200 pounds per day 
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 INDUSTRIAL USERS 

Currently Hyrum water reclamation facility predominantly treats wastewater from residential and 
agricultural users. There are two main industrial users in the area including Westpoint Dairy and 
JBS.  JBS operates its own treatment facility, where the dairy discharge directly to the water 
reclamation facility.  It is anticipated that majority of the wastewater stream from Nibley, 
Millville, and Providence will be residential with a few commercial, but not a major industrial 
waste stream.  When there is a major industrial user need to connect to this facility, the quality of 
wastewater stream needs to be determined before connecting to the central sewer system.   
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 FACILITY GOVERNANCE 
 

 BODY POLITIC 

All wastewater facilities that have over a single connection must be governed by a body politic. 
This gives the entity the ability to tax if the revenues do not meet the expenditures through fees. 
Cities are body politics so they meet this requirement.  This facility could be set up using several 
different models for the body politic 

3.1.1 Hyrum City 

Hyrum City could operate as the body politic.  If this happened then the other cities that 
connected to the system would need to have an agreement with Hyrum City.  This is the way the 
current agreements are set up with Logan City.  Currently, this is one of the main reasons this 
study is being evaluated is because of the lack of say from other communities to the decisions of 
Logan City.  Because of these issues this model is not going to be acceptable for this application. 

3.1.2 Special Service District 

A special service district is typically formed by the County government.  They establish service 
boundaries and appoint a governing board.  The governing board can be appointed or elected for 
future members.  The district has the ability to tax throughout its boundary.  The district 
boundary can overlap different cities boundaries.  They have the ability to collect fees from 
different body politics or individuals.  This form of district is often the best if the district is going 
to maintain the collection systems of each of the cities.  They can then be responsible for their 
own billing.  Because the cities do not want to involve the County in the process and each of the 
cities are going to maintain their own collection system this model is not the best option. South 
Davis and Central Davis Sewer Districts are examples of Special Service Districts. 

3.1.3 Inter Local Agreement 

Each of the different cities enter into an agreement with each other. This agreement can allow for 
an oversight committee or board to govern the sewer district.  Often the management of the 
sewer district works through a budget and the different entities just pay their share of the budget 
for the year.  This is the best option for this group because it eliminates the County from being 
involved.  An example of this type of entity is Central Valley Sewer District. 
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 EXISTING FACILITY 
 

 EXISTING CONVEYANCE 

The Hyrum Water Reclamation Facility currently receives its flow from Hyrum City only.  
Moreover, Nibley and Providence are both connected to the Logan City Water Reclamation 
Facility.  Additional infrastructure will be required for Nibley and Providence to be sewered to 
the Hyrum facility. 
 

 HYRUM WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY 

Currently Hyrum water reclamation facility treats approximately 1 Million Gallons per Day 
(MGD).  The original design was for 2 MGD but additional membranes are required to meet the 
2 MGD design flow.  Figure 4-1 is an overall aerial view of the treatment facility.   
 

 
Figure 4-1 Overall Site Plan 

4.2.1 Headworks 

The collection system delivers the flow to a course screen system.  This screen was part of the 
original plant and now functions to remove larger items prior to entering the fine screens in the 
Membrane Bio-Reactor (MBR) facility.  The fine screens are 2mm screens with a peak design 
capacity of 4 MGD.  The screened water then passes through a vortex grit chamber which 
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removes the grit from the system.  In a MBR facility screening and grit removal protects the 
mechanical equipment which includes the membranes.  Typical membrane warranties have 
stringent screening requirements. The hedworks will need to be replaced to meet the needs of a 
regional facility. 

4.2.2 Membrane Bio-Reactor    

The MBR facility contains anoxic basins, aeration basins, and membrane basins with the 
required equipment.  The membranes are hydraulically limited to 1 MGD and they are reaching 
their 10 year design life.  Several of the plates are wearing out and have been replace or are being 
replaced.  In addition there is a membrane basin that is currently empty.  For the plant to reach 
the 2 MGD design capacity that basin would need to be fully equipped.  To meet the flow 
demands for a regional facility it was assumed that the anoxic basins and the aerobic basins 
would be moved outside.  The building shell and the basins would be used but most of the 
mechanical equipment and membranes will need to be replaced. 

4.2.3 Reuse Pump Station 

In the summer when the phosphorus limit is at the lowest the City currently pumps the reclaimed 
wastewater to their pressure irrigation system.  The regional system will continue to use the 
pump station to dispose of the wastewater in the summer when possible. 

4.2.4 Digesters 

The existing digesters are primarily used for equalization prior to dewatering.  It is assumed that 
there may be a little maintenance done on the tanks to reduce the leaks for the regional facility.  
However, the volume of the tanks will be adequate for the needs of the regional facility. 

4.2.5 Dewatering Facility 

The City uses a 2 meter beltpress to dewater the biosolids generated at the treatment facility.   
Currently the beltpress is operated for about four hours a week.  The dewatering facility will 
need to operate longer during the week but has capacity for the regional facility. 

4.2.6 Drying Beds 

Once the biosolids are dewatered to about 18% solids they are air dried to about 90% before they 
are land applied.  It is assumed that the drying beds will need to be doubled in size to meet the 
requirements for the regional facility. 

4.2.7 Land Application Site 

The City currently owns about 146.28 acres of land that is used for agricultural purposes.  The 
biosolids are applied to the land for fertilizer.  Owning the land for biosolids application 
guarantees a location for solids disposal.  It is anticipated that the 170 acres is large enough for 
the regional facility.   

4.2.8 Office / Lab 

The City has a small building that has several offices and laboratory space for the treatment 
facility.  It is assumed that this space will work with a regional facility.  Often regional facilities 
have a meeting room that is used for public meetings.  However, for this facility we will assume 
those meetings could be held at one of the member city’s offices. 
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 HYRUM WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY BUYOUT  

Hyrum City has determined the cost to purchase their water reclamation facility. The total cost of 
the facility buyout is $12,442,500.  The cost includes following items in Table 4-1 below:  The 
total cost for purchasing the Hyrum facility is included in the plant expansion cost analysis, 
Table 6-1. 
 
Table 4-1 Cost for Purchasing the Plant 

 

Sewer Plant $7,600,000
Land $2,000,000
Water Shares associated 
with the Land $412,500
Equipment $750,000
New Drying Bed $240,000
Irrigation Pivot $40,000
Reclaim Pumping Station $900,000
Other Existing Facility 
(Office/Lab, Fence, etc…) $500,000
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 DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS 
 

 DISCHARGE PERMIT 

Hyrum City currently has a discharge permit (UT0023205) which allows the wastewater 
treatment plant to discharge to Spring Creek.  The current permit is in located in Appendix A.  
The permit has limits on several contaminants which are all concentration based.  However, the 
permit also has a flow limit of 2 MGD.  Once the treatment facility reaches the design capacity 
of 2 MGD a Level II antidegradation review will need to be completed on Spring Creek. 
 
The purpose of an antidegradation review is to look at the assimilative capacity of the receiving 
water.  A Level I antidegradation review will be completed by DWQ which will look at the 
receiving water and make sure the pollutants from the wastewater facility will not increase any 
contaminant above the water quality standards.  The Level II antidegradation review is intended 
to discourage increasing any contaminant above the current background level.  When the flow is 
increased the background levels of several contaminants will most likely increase the levels in 
the receiving water.  The benefits of discharging pollution need to be justified from an 
environmental standpoint along with social economic benefits.  The general idea is to balance the 
increased pollution load with possible downstream users. 
 
One of the primary drivers that determine the limits in the discharge permit are based on Total 
Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL).  As water ways are determined to be impaired a TMDL study 
is completed on the impaired water body.  The TMDL establishes an allowable load of a waste 
which can be added to the water body.  This loading is intended to bring the contaminants down 
to the water quality standard.  
 

 TOTAL MAXIMUM DAILY LOADS  

There are two TMDL studies that have been completed that determine the discharge allocation 
from Hyrum’s treatment UPDES permit.   

5.2.1 Spring Creek TMDL 

Spring Creek was listed for phosphorus and a TMDL was completed in 2002 to improve the 
water quality (Cirrus, 2002).  One of the pollutants that was studied was phosphorus.  The 
TMDL determined that a significant reduction in phosphorus load would be required to meet the 
water quality indicator.  The original TMDL established a limit of phosphorus for the Hyrum 
facility at 0.1 mg/l.  Currently the permit allows a discharge of 1 mg/l in the winter and the lower 
limit is required during the summer.  In the next four to five years it is anticipated that the TMDL 
will be reopened to re-evaluate the changes in Spring Creek (Allread, 2014).  Depending on how 
the lowered phosphorus load has effected Spring Creek the allowed loading could be increased 
or decreased.   

5.2.2 Middle Bear River and Cutler Reservoir 

The TMDL completed on Cutler Reservoir (SWCA Environmental Consultants, 2010) also 
evaluated phosphorus.  Phosphorus was one of the contaminants that was evaluated as part of the 
TMDL on Cutler Reservoir.  The TMDL limited phosphorus from the Logan City wastewater 
treatment facility.  In addition the allowed phosphorus load from Spring Creek was included as 
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part of the TMDL. Discussing the potential connection to Hyrum with the DWQ staff (Allread, 
2014) they felt the loading could be easily assigned from the Logan discharge to Hyrum in Cutler 
Reservoir.   
 

 SUMMARY 

The discharge requirements are assumed that they will ultimately match what is in the existing 
permit.  The discharge requirements are shown below in Table 5-1 below. 
 
Table 5-1 Effluent Limits 

Parameter 

Effluent Limitations 

Max 
Monthly 
Average 

Max 
Weekly 
Average 

Daily 
Min 

Daily 
Max 

Annual 
Max 

Max 90‐
day 
Mean 

Flow, MGD  4.0 

BOD, mg/L  25  35 

BOD Min. % Removal  85  NA 

TSS, mg.L  25  35 

TSS Min. % Removal  85  NA 

Ammonia, mg/L 

Summer (July through Sept.)  5.0  10.9 

Fall (Oct. through Dec.)  4.9  9.8 

Winter (Jan. through March)  4.1  9.4 

Spring (April through June)  4.3  9.8 

Total Phosphorus, mg/L Fall 
Winter and Spring 

1 
         

Total Phosphorus, mg/L 
Summer           

0.1 

E coli, No./100 mL  126  158 

Oil & Grease, mg/L  10 

pH, Standard Units  6.5  9.0 
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 PLANT EXPANSION 
The existing facility is designed as a 2MGD treatment plant.  There are processes that will need 
to be upgraded to meet the new design flow.  Figure 6-1 shows the general site layout with the 
additions required for the 3 MGD expansion and the 4 MGD expansion.  The estimated cost for 
the plant expansion is shown in Table 6-1Error! Reference source not found. below. A 
description of the different treatment processes are shown below: 
 
Table 6-1 Treatment Facility Expansion Cost Estimate 
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 HEADWORKS 

The screens and the grit removal system are undersized for the design capacity needed for a 
regional facility.  The new headworks will require screens to protect the membranes.  The typical 
opening size for MBR facilities is about 2 mm.  With the new screens new washpactors will be 
required to remove the organic material from the screenings.  A new grit system will need to be 
installed which will include a grit trap and a grit classifier.  The screenings and grit will be 
combined into a dumpster to be hauled to the landfill.  It is anticipated that this new equipment 
will be housed in a new building. 
 

 ANAEROBIC BASINS  

New concrete basins will be installed which will have about a 1 hour hydraulic retention time.  
These basins are mixed but have no aeration.  The purpose of the basins is to create an 
environment that will generate volatile fatty acids. These are then used later processes to remove 
phosphorus from the wastewater.  This basins will reduce the amount of chemicals that need to 
be used to reduce the phosphorus for a discharge permit.  The process will typically remove 
phosphorus to below 1 mg/L. There will be recycle pumps that will return a portion of the flow 
from the anaerobic basins back to this basin. 
 

 ANOXIC BASINS 

The next unit process is the anoxic basins.  These basins serve two primary purposes at this 
facility.  The first purpose is to help with membrane cleaning.  They typical recycle rate is about 
4 times the plant flow.  This movement of the water from the membrane tanks back to the anoxic 
basin helps keep the membranes clean.  In addition this process converts nitrate to nitrogen gas.  
This process is commonly called denitrification.  Currently the permit only has an ammonia 
limit.  However, the State is currently working on rules that will limit the total nitrogen 
discharged to the waters of the state.  This basin will be useful in meeting the future requirements 
in addition to cleaning the membranes.    There will be mixing required in this basin. 
 

 AEROBIC BASINS 

The aerobic basins are used to reduce the BOD and convert ammonia to nitrate.  These basins 
will contain fine bubble diffusers which are used to add oxygen to the wastewater stream.  
Bacteria in the basin use the oxygen and the “food” BOD to grow.  The bacteria are separated 
from the water and wasted to the solids handling side of the plant.  These basins will then feed 
the membrane basins. 
 

 MEMBRANE BASINS 

The membrane basins will house the membranes.  The membranes are filters that separate the 
solids in the water from the treated water.  The membranes will have pumps connected to them 
which draw the clean water out of the system.  These pumps are referred to as permeate pumps. 
The clean water is sent from the permeate pumps to the UV disinfection system and then 
discharged from the treatment system.    
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 BIOSOLIDS HANDLING  

The biosolids handling include everything from wasting Waste Activated Sludge (WAS) from 
the treatment process to the final disposal.  Most of the biosolids disposal processes from the 
existing system will continue to meet the needs of the regional facility.  The primary addition 
would be additional drying beds. Figure 6-2 shows the site plan with the additional drying beds 

6.6.1 Sludge Beds 

The biosolids need to be dried beyond what the belt press is capable of prior to land application.  
Once the biosolids are dried they can be stored through the winter and applied on the adjoining 
fields for disposal.   

6.6.2 Composting 

Composting is used to treat the biosolids to a quality that can be given to the residents of a 
community.  This disposal method is more expensive than a controlled land application or 
landfilling.  However, it is a good way to share a great product with the community.  Facilities 
that compost typically do not have any problem giving the material away and it is beneficial to 
growing plants.  However, the market is not strong enough to cover the cost of producing the 
compost.  Another benefit is part of the compost process is gathering green waste to mix with the 
biosolids. The green waste is removed from the landfill so there are other benefits which are 
difficult to add a cost with.  However, this may be something that could be done in the future.   
 

 4 MGD EXPANSION 

For the overall growth in the next 20 years the facility will need to treat 4 MGD of flow.  The 4 
MGD expansion will add additional basins, and membranes as shown in Figure 6-1.  The 
additional cost is shown Table 6-2.   
 
The total estimated cost for the existing Hyrum Plant to be expanded to 4 MGD is $26,698,487.  
This will give the plant capacity until a design year of 2035 based on the population projections.   
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Table 6-2 4 MGD expansion Cost 
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 COLLECTION SYSTEM 
Four different routing options were considered for connection between Providence and Hyrum 
water reclamation facility through Nibley.  Detailed information on each option is provided in 
this chapter.   
 
All of the options have exact same layout in Providence between the proposed lift station located 
on the intersection of US 165 and Golf Course Road and another lift station located on 1700 
South and approximately 600 West.  The lift station located on Golf Course Rd is connected to 
existing collection system from the City of Providence and pumped eastbound to 1200 South/100 
north through Gateway Drive using a 10-inch HDPE DR11 pipe.  The 10-inch pipe will be 
enlarged to a 15-inch PVC SDR 35 as it turns into gravity flow line heading east bound on 1200 
South/100 South.  The 15-inch line is going to turn south approximately at 100 West on 1200 
South, run across east side of the BlackHawk condominium community, go across Little Ballard 
Creek and turn westbound on 1700 South.  The second lift station will be located by 1700 South, 
right before the bridge to go across Black Smith Fork.  Total length of the pipe is approximately 
9,200 ft and the 15-inch gravity line is expected to have 0.5 % slope.  Maximum flowrate 
anticipated in this pipe is 1.2 MGD (833 gallons per minute). 
 
Additionally, the 16-inch pressurized HDPE DR11 piping between existing Nibley lift station 
located right off of Highway 98/89 and heritage Drive and the Hyrum Water Reclamation 
Facility is going to be exact same path for all of the option.  Existing lift station will be 
connected to the 16-inch pipeline and directed to south to approximately 2900 South. Then the 
pressured line will turn West to 1600 West and go across 3200 South street and head East. The 
pressured line will follow 1500 West until 4400 South street and turn West to get to the Hyrum 
Water Reclamation Facility.  Total length of the 16-inch pressured line is approximately 19,650 
ft and anticipated maximum flowrate through this pipe is 2.7 MGD (1900 gallons per minute). 
 
Each lift station requires a small building where a wastewater screen, trash container for the 
screen, and generator are protected from weather and public access.   
 

 OPTION 1 – US 165 to 3200 South 

In this Option, a 12-inch HDPE DR11 will be connected to the lift station on 1700 South and 
headed east to turn South on Main Street/US 165.  The pressurized pipe goes across Black Smith 
Fork while following the main street.  The 12-inch pipe will be enlarged to 15-inch PVC SDR35 
as the flow turns into gravity flow at 3200 South/US 1178 and head West, crossing railroad 
located on 640 West.  At 1500 West, the gravity line will connect to Nibley’s existing gravity 
sewer line that is connected to the lift station.  Total length of the pipe between the lift station on 
1700 south and the one in Nibley is approximately 21,900 ft, among that 12,300 ft is pressurized 
and 9,600 ft is gravity flow with approximately 0.5% slope.  See Figure 7-1 for the routing map.  
Probable cost for this option can be found in Table 7-1.  The probable cost for this option was 
analyzed based on assumptions as follows; 
 Providence will be financially responsible for the 10-inch pipe, 12-inch pipe, two lift 

stations and buildings in Providence, and 15-inch gravity line up to the connection point 
with the existing pipe in Nibley. 
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 The pumps in Nibley lift station and the 16-inch pipe connecting existing lift station in 
Nibley and Hyrum Water Reclamation Facility will be financed by both Providence and 
Nibley at 50 % total cost based on the expected flow ratio of 2024 for two cities. 

 
Table 7-1Option 1 Cost Estimate 
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 OPTION 2 – Highway 91/89 

In Option 2, the 12-inch HDPE DR11 will be connected to the lift station on 1700 South and 
head West on 1700 South crossing Black Smith Fork canal.  The pipe will turn at approximately 
400 West and route around the warehouse through a field to get to 640 West. The pressured line 
then will go across railroad and turn West on 2200 South.  Once the pipe reaches Highway 
89/91, it follows the highway for about 500 ft to get to the existing Nibley lift station.  Total 
length of the pipe between the lift station on 1700 south and the one in Nibley is 10,800 ft.  See 
Figure 7-2for the routing map.  Probable cost for this option can be found in Table 7-1 below.  
The probable cost for this option was analyzed based on assumptions as follows; 
 Providence will be financially responsible for the 10-inch pipe, 12-inch pipe and two lift 

stations and buildings in Providence. 
 The pumps in Nibley lift station and the 16-inch pipe connecting existing lift station in 

Nibley and Hyrum Water Reclamation Facility will be financed by both Providence and 
Nibley at 50 % total cost based on the expected flow ratio of 2024 for two cities. 
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Table 7-2Option 2 Cost Estimate 
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 OPTION 3 – US 165 to 4000 South 

This option is similar to the Option 1, except that the pressure pipeline goes further south to 4000 
South and it will connect to a fifteen inch gravity line to a lift station located at an intersection of 
4000 South and 1500 West, combining the flow with the city of Nibley and head to the Hyrum 
Water Reclamation Facility.  Total length of the pipe between the lift station on 1700 south and 
the one at 4000 South and 1500 West, Nibley, is 27,400 ft, among that 17,600 ft is pressurized 
and 9,800 ft is gravity flow with an expected slope of 1%. Additionally, the pressurized pipe that 
will connect to the Nibley’s existing lift station will be 12-inch and 13,300 ft to connect to the 
lift station.  See Figure 7-3 for the routing map.  Probable cost for this option can be found in 
Table 7-3 below.  The probable cost for this option was analyzed based on assumptions as 
follows; 
 Providence will be financially responsible for the 10-inch pipe, two lift stations and 

buildings in Providence, and 12-inch pressurized line to 4000 South 
 The pumps in Nibley lift station, the 12-inch pressurized pipe connecting the lift station 

on 4000 South in Nibley will be financed by City of Nibley 
 The lift station located on 4000 South in Nibley and the 16- inch pipeline between the lift 

station and Hyrum Water Reclamation Facility are going to be financed by both 
Providence and Nibley at 50 % total cost based on the expected flow ratio of 2024 for 
two cities 
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Table 7-3Option 3 Cost Estimate 
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 OPTION 4 – US 165 to 2600 South 

This option is also similar to the Option 1, except that the pressure pipeline goes to 2600 South 
and it will connect to the existing 18 inch and 21 inch line which is connected to the existing 
Nibley lift station.  Total length of the pipe between the lift station on 1700 south and the one in 
Nibley is approximately 8900 ft.  See Figure 7-4 for the routing map.  Probable cost for this 
option can be found in Table 7-4.  The probable cost for this option was analyzed based on 
assumptions as follows; 
 Providence will be financially responsible for the 10-inch and 12-inch pressurized pipe, 

two lift stations in Providence, and Millville excess capacity buy-out.  
 The pumps in Nibley lift station and the 16-inch pipe connecting existing lift station in 

Nibley and Hyrum Water Reclamation Facility will be financed by both Providence and 
Nibley at 50 % total cost based on the expected flow ratio of 2024 for two cities. 

Table 7-4Option 4 Cost Estimate 
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 TREATED WATER REUSE TO PROVIDENCE AND NIBLEY  

The current design uses the treated effluent from the Hyrum treatment facility as reuse during the 
summer.  There is an interest from Providence and Nibley to use their water for irrigation within 
their City limits.  Currently neither City has a pressure irrigation system for this water to be 
delivered through.  Therefore, it was assumed that this line would get to a main street where it 
could connect to a future system.   
 
The lines are sized at 10-inches which would allow a peak flow of 2 MGD.   Because the 
irrigation reservoir is not established the pump station pumps could not be accurately sized.  
Therefore, a cost was assigned to install a new pump station at the treatment facility to pump the 
water up but it is a rough estimate because of the lack of information available. 

7.5.1 Providence Reuse Line 

 
The cost estimate for Providence is shown Table 7-5.  Figure 7-5 shows the general alignment 
for the reuse line. 
 
Table 7-5 Providence Reuse Line Cost Estimate 
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7.5.1 Nibley Reuse Line 

The cost estimate for Nibley is shown in Table 7-6 and a layout of the system is shown in Figure 
7-6.  This line would be collocated with the collection system lines that are being installed.  As 
with Providence there is no existing pressure irrigation system so this line would be stubbed and 
used in the future. 
 
Table 7-6 Nibley Reuse Line Cost Estimate 

 
 
 

7.5.2 Reuse Summary 

Although it would be less expensive to install the reuse lines along with the sewer outfall lines at 
this time there is no system to use the water in place at this time.  The cost to install new pressure 
irrigation systems for each of the cities would be very expensive.  It is recommended to install 
those lines as part of a pressure irrigation system.  It would cost more to install them at the time 
the irrigation system was installed.  However, the savings at this time is not worth the risk of 
never installing the rest of the system.    
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 SUMMARY 

Tables 7-7 and 7-8 illustrate the summary of the four alternatives that were discussed in this 
chapter.  Option 4 seems to be the apparent lowest cost alternative. However, using the gravity 
line on 2600 South is not the most applicable option because the existing gravity pipe was 
originally installed for the future growth of Millville.  Based on the design route, Option 3 is the 
most practical option.  The gravity pipe line running along with 4000 South makes this section 
available for Nibley’s future connection to the central system.  Although the probable cost seems 
to be higher than other options, Option 3 will minimize the future construction cost associated 
with Nibley’s connection from future development.  
 
Table 7-7 Summary Cost 3 MGD - 2016 
 TOTAL COST PER ERU PER MONTH (3 MGD) - 2016 
 Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 
Hyrum $47.01 $47.01 $47.01 $47.01
Providence $64.00 $60.70 $62.15 $60.37
Nibley $50.98 $51.12 $53.27 $50.56
 
Table 7-8 Summary Cost 3 MGD - 2035 
 TOTAL COST PER ERU PER MONTH (3 MGD) - 2035 
 Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 
Hyrum $38.46 $38.46 $38.46 $38.46
Providence $50.34 $48.04 $49.05 $47.80
Nibley $40.53 $40.60 $41.72 $40.30
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 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE  
 

 O&M COSTS 

The cost to operate the treatment facility was analyzed based on the 2014 budget for operating 
the Hyrum treatment facility.  Currently there are three operators needed at the facility.  It is 
assumed that the expanded facility will require four operators.  The budget included debt service 
costs that were removed to evaluate the actual operations of the facility.  The additional costs 
were increased to reflect the cost to treat the additional flow.  In addition the cost of operating 
the lift stations was included in the O&M Costs.  Table 8-1 outlines the estimated costs for 
O&M.  Monthly cost per ERU was calculated based on the expected ERU values for 2024, 7907 
ERUs for 3 MGD option and for 2035, 10407 ERUs. 
 
Table 8-1 O&M Costs 

 
 
The operating cost per ERU is shown in Table 8-1.  As the facility increases in size there is some 
economy of scale.  However, most of the scale savings is related to personnel.   
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 RESERVE FUNDS 

MBR facilities have a large amount of mechanical equipment including the membranes.  This 
equipment will wear out and a reserve fund should be created to save up the required funds to 
replace this equipment as it wears out.  Just to replace the membranes in ten years will require 
about 3 Million dollars.  Therefore, at least $3.50 should be collected each month to provide 
funds for membrane replacements.   
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 FINANCIAL IMPACT 
 
This chapter provides detailed cost analysis for both plant expansion and collection systems.  
Financial responsibility of each collection system for Hyrum, Providence, and Nibley are 
summarized in this chapter.   
 

 PLANT EXPANSION – 3 MGD 

Probable costs for the expansion of Hyrum water reclamation facility was analyzed for 3 MGD 
options. The anticipated treatment cost for the 2035 population estimate is $23,790,474.  The 
estimated ERU’s at that time will be 7,907. The anticipated O&M cost is $20.80 per ERU per 
month.  Assuming that there will be 4 % annual interest and 20 years term, the treatment debt 
service payment on 2016, with expected ERUs of 6489, will be $22.71 per ERU.  The monthly 
pipeline debt service payment per ERU was calculated with the same assumption of 4% annual 
interest and 20 years term and are summarized in the following tables.  The cost of debt services 
for both treatment and collection will decrease over the years as a result of population growth in 
the communities.  Detailed cost analysis can be found in Appendix B. 
 
Two tables below are shown for each collection option. The first table shows projected 
monthly rates in 2016 while the second table shows projected monthly rates in 2035.  This 
assumes level debt service.  However, once options are more carefully refined, the 
consultants will create a MUNEX debt service schedule which has the ability to smooth the 
debt over time, thereby making rates lower than those shown in 2016 below and higher 
than those shown in 2035. 
 
Table 9-1 Cost Per ERU Option 1 x 3 MGD - 2016 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 1     x      

3MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2016 

Hyrum $22.71 $0.00 $20.80 $3.50 $47.01 
Providence $22.71 $16.99 $20.80 $3.50 $64.00 

Nibley $22.71 $3.98 $20.80 $3.50 $50.98 
 
 
Table 9-2 Cost Per ERU Option 1 x 3 MGD - 2035 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 1     x      

3MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2035 

Hyrum $14.16 $0.00 $20.80 $3.50 $38.46 
Providence $14.16 $11.88 $20.80 $3.50 $50.34 

Nibley $14.16 $2.07 $20.80 $3.50 $40.53 
 
 
Table 9-3 Cost Per ERU Option 2 x 3 MGD - 2016 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 2     x      

3MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2016 

Hyrum $22.71 $0.00 $20.80 $3.50 $47.01 
Providence $22.71 $13.70 $20.80 $3.50 $60.70 

Nibley $22.71 $4.12 $20.80 $3.50 $51.12 
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Table 9-4 Cost Per ERU Option 2 x 3 MGD - 2035 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 2     x      

3MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2035 

Hyrum $14.16 $0.00 $20.80 $3.50 $38.46 
Providence $14.16 $9.58 $20.80 $3.50 $48.04 

Nibley $14.16 $2.14 $20.80 $3.50 $40.60 
 
 
Table 9-5 Cost Per ERU Option 3 x 3 MGD - 2016 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 3    x      

3MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2016 

Hyrum $22.71 $0.00 $20.80 $3.50 $47.01 
Providence $22.71 $15.15 $20.80 $3.50 $62.15 

Nibley $22.71 $6.27 $20.80 $3.50 $53.27 
 
 
Table 9-6 Cost Per ERU Option 3 x 3 MGD - 2035 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 3    x      

3MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2035 

Hyrum $14.16 $0.00 $20.80 $3.50 $38.46 
Providence $14.16 $10.59 $20.80 $3.50 $49.05 

Nibley $14.16 $3.26 $20.80 $3.50 $41.72 
 
 
Table 9-7 Cost Per ERU Option 4 x 3 MGD - 2016 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 4    x      

3MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 

Hyrum $22.71 $0.00 $20.80 $3.50 $47.01 
Providence $22.71 $13.36 $20.80 $3.50 $60.37 

Nibley $22.71 $3.55 $20.80 $3.50 $50.56 
 
 
Table 9-8 Cost Per ERU Option 4 x 3 MGD - 2035 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 4    x      

3MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 

Hyrum $14.16 $0.00 $20.80 $3.50 $38.46 
Providence $14.16 $9.35 $20.80 $3.50 $47.80 

Nibley $14.16 $1.85 $20.80 $3.50 $40.30 
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 PLANT EXPANSION – 4 MGD 

Probable costs for the expansion of Hyrum water reclamation facility was analyzed for 4 MGD 
options. The anticipated treatment cost for the 2035 population estimate is $26,698,487.  The 
estimated ERU’s at that time will be 10,407. The anticipated O&M cost is $20.10 per ERU per 
month.  The following tables show anticipated rates, assuming a four percent interest rate and a 
term of 20 years.  However, interest rates are likely to be much lower than those shown in the 
tables below – which reflect private markets.  It is likely that grants and low-interest loans can be 
obtained from the Department of Water Quality.  Detailed cost analysis which shows a variety of 
interest rates can be found in Appendix B. 
 
 
Table 9-9 Cost Per ERU Option 1 x 4 MGD – 2016 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 1     x      

4MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2016 

Hyrum $25.48 $0.00 $20.10 $3.50 $49.08 
Providence $25.48 $16.82 $20.10 $3.50 $65.90 

Nibley $25.48 $3.94 $20.10 $3.50 $53.02 
 
 
Table 9-10 Cost Per ERU Option 1 x 4 MGD - 2035 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 1     x      

4MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2035 

Hyrum $15.89 $0.00 $20.10 $3.50 $39.49 
Providence $15.89 $11.76 $20.10 $3.50 $51.25 

Nibley $15.89 $2.05 $20.10 $3.50 $41.54 
 
 
Table 9-11 Cost Per ERU Option 2 x 4 MGD - 2016 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 2     x      

4MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2016 

Hyrum $25.48 $0.00 $20.10 $3.50 $49.08 
Providence $25.48 $13.56 $20.10 $3.50 $62.64 

Nibley $25.48 $4.08 $20.10 $3.50 $53.16 
 
 
 
Table 9-12 Cost Per ERU Option 2 x 4 MGD - 2035 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 2     x      

4MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2035 

Hyrum $15.89 $0.00 $20.10 $3.50 $39.49 
Providence $15.89 $9.48 $20.10 $3.50 $48.97 

Nibley $15.89 $2.12 $20.10 $3.50 $41.61 
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Table 9-13 Cost Per ERU Option 3 x 4 MGD - 2016 
COST PER ERU PER MONTH 

Option 3    x      
4MGD 

Treatment Debt 
Service 

Pipeline Debt 
Service 

O&M  
Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2016 

Hyrum $25.48 $0.00 $20.10 $3.50 $49.08 
Providence $25.48 $15.00 $20.10 $3.50 $64.08 

Nibley $25.48 $6.21 $20.10 $3.50 $55.29 
 
 
 
Table 9-14 Cost Per ERU Option 3 x 4 MGD - 2035 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 3    x      

4MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 2035 

Hyrum $15.89 $0.00 $20.10 $3.50 $39.49 
Providence $15.89 $10.49 $20.10 $3.50 $49.98 

Nibley $15.89 $3.23 $20.10 $3.50 $42.72 
 
 
Table 9-15 Cost Per ERU Option 4 x 4 MGD - 2016 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 4    x      

4MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 

Hyrum $25.48 $0.00 $20.10 $3.50 $49.08 
Providence $25.48 $13.23 $20.10 $3.50 $62.31 

Nibley $25.48 $3.51 $20.10 $3.50 $52.60 
 
 
Table 9-16 Cost Per ERU Option 4 x 4 MGD - 2035 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH 
Option 4    x      

4MGD 
Treatment Debt 

Service 
Pipeline Debt 

Service 
O&M  

Reserve 
Funds 

Total 

Hyrum $15.89 $0.00 $20.10 $3.50 $39.49 
Providence $15.89 $9.25 $20.10 $3.50 $48.74 

Nibley $15.89 $1.83 $20.10 $3.50 $41.32 
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 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTEREST RATE AND MONTHLY COST 

As mentioned earlier, 4% annual interest was assumed and applied to both the 3MGD and 
4MGD scenarios..  The annual interest rate is one of the most important factors calculating the 
monthly cost per ERU.  The tables below demonstrate the impact of the interest rate on the sewer 
rate per month per ERU.  Lower interest rates significantly decrease the debt service payments 
which result in lower monthly cost for central sewage services.  Only 2016 cost comparisons 
have been made in the tables below for Option 3 for the 3MGD alternative. 
 
Table 9-17 Cost Per ERU Option 3 x 3 MGD - 2016 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH - 2016 
Interest Rate 0.75% 1%  2% 3% 4% 

Hyrum $40.97 $41.40 $43.17 $45.04 $47.01 
Providence $52.10 $52.81 $55.76 $58.88 $62.15 

Nibley $45.58 $46.12 $48.38 $50.77 $53.27 
 
 
Table 9-17 Cost Per ERU Option 3 x 3 MGD - 2035 

COST PER ERU PER MONTH - 2035 
Interest Rate 0.75% 1%  2% 3% 4% 

Hyrum $34.70 $34.96 $36.07 $37.23 $38.46 
Providence $42.47 $42.94 $44.87 $46.91 $49.05 

Nibley $37.09 $37.42 $38.78 $40.21 $41.72 
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Appendix A Hyrum City UPDES Permit 
  











































































































































 

 
 

Appendix B Detailed Cost Analysis 



4 MGD
Treatment Payments Collection Option 1 Collection Option 2 Collection Option 3 Collection Option 4

Hyrum, Nibley, 
Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence

Cost $26,640,987 $1,320,522 $5,669,905 $1,367,212 $4,571,434 $2,081,183 $5,055,497 $1,178,842 $4,459,892
0.01 Costs of Issuance $266,410 $13,205 $56,699 $13,672 $45,714 $20,812 $50,555 $11,788 $44,599 

Par Amount of Bond $26,907,397 $1,333,727 $5,726,604 $1,380,884 $4,617,148 $2,101,995 $5,106,052 $1,190,630 $4,504,491
Term in Years 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Interest Rate 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%
Payment ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)

4 MGD Treatment Collection - Option 1 Collection - Option 2 Collection - Option 3 Collection - Option 4
Year Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence

2014
2015

1 2016 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
2 2017 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
3 2018 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
4 2019 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
5 2020 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
6 2021 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
7 2022 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
8 2023 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
9 2024 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)

10 2025 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
11 2026 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
12 2027 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
13 2028 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
14 2029 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
15 2030 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
16 2031 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
17 2032 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
18 2033 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
19 2034 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
20 2035 ($1,979,893) ($97,166) ($417,202) ($100,602) ($336,374) ($153,137) ($371,992) ($86,741) ($328,167)
21 2036 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
22 2037 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
23 2038 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
24 2039 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
25 2040 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

4 MGD Treatment Collection - Option 1 Collection - Option 2 Collection - Option 3 Collection - Option 4
Year ALL Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence

1 2016 ($25.43) ($3.94) ($16.82) ($4.08) ($13.56) ($6.21) ($15.00) ($3.51) ($13.23)
2 2017 ($24.81) ($3.80) ($16.51) ($3.94) ($13.31) ($6.00) ($14.72) ($3.40) ($12.98)
3 2018 ($24.20) ($3.68) ($16.20) ($3.81) ($13.06) ($5.79) ($14.44) ($3.28) ($12.74)
4 2019 ($23.61) ($3.55) ($15.90) ($3.68) ($12.82) ($5.60) ($14.17) ($3.17) ($12.50)
5 2020 ($23.04) ($3.43) ($15.60) ($3.55) ($12.58) ($5.41) ($13.91) ($3.06) ($12.27)
6 2021 ($22.47) ($3.31) ($15.31) ($3.43) ($12.34) ($5.22) ($13.65) ($2.96) ($12.04)
7 2022 ($21.92) ($3.20) ($15.02) ($3.32) ($12.11) ($5.05) ($13.40) ($2.86) ($11.82)
8 2023 ($21.39) ($3.09) ($14.74) ($3.20) ($11.89) ($4.88) ($13.15) ($2.76) ($11.60)
9 2024 ($20.87) ($2.99) ($14.47) ($3.10) ($11.67) ($4.71) ($12.90) ($2.67) ($11.38)

10 2025 ($20.35) ($2.89) ($14.20) ($2.99) ($11.45) ($4.55) ($12.66) ($2.58) ($11.17)
11 2026 ($19.85) ($2.79) ($13.93) ($2.89) ($11.23) ($4.40) ($12.42) ($2.49) ($10.96)
12 2027 ($19.37) ($2.70) ($13.67) ($2.79) ($11.03) ($4.25) ($12.19) ($2.41) ($10.76)
13 2028 ($18.89) ($2.61) ($13.42) ($2.70) ($10.82) ($4.11) ($11.97) ($2.33) ($10.56)
14 2029 ($18.42) ($2.52) ($13.17) ($2.61) ($10.62) ($3.97) ($11.74) ($2.25) ($10.36)
15 2030 ($17.97) ($2.43) ($12.92) ($2.52) ($10.42) ($3.83) ($11.52) ($2.17) ($10.17)
16 2031 ($17.53) ($2.35) ($12.68) ($2.43) ($10.23) ($3.70) ($11.31) ($2.10) ($9.98)
17 2032 ($17.09) ($2.27) ($12.45) ($2.35) ($10.04) ($3.58) ($11.10) ($2.03) ($9.79)
18 2033 ($16.67) ($2.19) ($12.21) ($2.27) ($9.85) ($3.46) ($10.89) ($1.96) ($9.61)
19 2034 ($16.26) ($2.12) ($11.99) ($2.19) ($9.66) ($3.34) ($10.69) ($1.89) ($9.43)
20 2035 ($15.85) ($2.05) ($11.76) ($2.12) ($9.48) ($3.23) ($10.49) ($1.83) ($9.25)
21 2036 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
22 2037 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
23 2038 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
24 2039 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
25 2040 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00



 

3 MGD
Treatment Payments Collection - Option 1 Collection Option 2 Collection Option 3 Collection Option 4

Hyrum, Nibley, 
Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence

Treatment Cost $23,732,974 $1,320,522 $5,669,905 $1,367,212 $4,571,434 $2,081,183 $5,055,497 $1,178,842 $4,459,892
0.01 Issuance $237,330 $13,205 $56,699 $13,672 $45,714 $20,812 $50,555 $11,788 $44,599

$23,970,304 $1,333,727 $5,726,604 $1,380,884 $4,617,148 $2,101,995 $5,106,052 $1,190,630 $4,504,491
Term in Years 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Interest Rate 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0%
Payment ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)

3 MGD Treatment Collection - Option 1 Collection - Option 2 Collection - Option 3 Collection - Option 4
Year Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence

2014
2015

1 2016 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
2 2017 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
3 2018 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
4 2019 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
5 2020 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
6 2021 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
7 2022 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
8 2023 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
9 2024 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)

10 2025 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
11 2026 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
12 2027 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
13 2028 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
14 2029 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
15 2030 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
16 2031 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
17 2032 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
18 2033 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
19 2034 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
20 2035 ($1,763,777) ($98,138) ($421,374) ($101,608) ($339,738) ($154,668) ($375,712) ($87,609) ($331,448)
21 2036 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
22 2037 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
23 2038 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
24 2039 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
25 2040 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

3 MGD Treatment Collection - Option 1 Collection - Option 2 Collection - Option 3 Collection - Option 4
Year ALL Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence Nibley Providence

1 2016 ($22.65) ($3.98) ($16.99) ($4.12) ($13.70) ($6.27) ($15.15) ($3.55) ($13.36)
2 2017 ($22.10) ($3.84) ($16.67) ($3.98) ($13.44) ($6.06) ($14.87) ($3.43) ($13.11)
3 2018 ($21.56) ($3.71) ($16.36) ($3.84) ($13.19) ($5.85) ($14.59) ($3.31) ($12.87)
4 2019 ($21.04) ($3.59) ($16.06) ($3.71) ($12.95) ($5.65) ($14.32) ($3.20) ($12.63)
5 2020 ($20.52) ($3.47) ($15.76) ($3.59) ($12.70) ($5.46) ($14.05) ($3.09) ($12.39)
6 2021 ($20.02) ($3.35) ($15.46) ($3.47) ($12.47) ($5.28) ($13.79) ($2.99) ($12.16)
7 2022 ($19.53) ($3.24) ($15.17) ($3.35) ($12.23) ($5.10) ($13.53) ($2.89) ($11.94)
8 2023 ($19.05) ($3.13) ($14.89) ($3.24) ($12.01) ($4.93) ($13.28) ($2.79) ($11.71)
9 2024 ($18.59) ($3.02) ($14.61) ($3.13) ($11.78) ($4.76) ($13.03) ($2.70) ($11.50)

10 2025 ($18.13) ($2.92) ($14.34) ($3.02) ($11.56) ($4.60) ($12.79) ($2.60) ($11.28)
11 2026 ($17.69) ($2.82) ($14.07) ($2.92) ($11.35) ($4.44) ($12.55) ($2.52) ($11.07)
12 2027 ($17.25) ($2.72) ($13.81) ($2.82) ($11.14) ($4.29) ($12.31) ($2.43) ($10.86)
13 2028 ($16.83) ($2.63) ($13.55) ($2.72) ($10.93) ($4.15) ($12.08) ($2.35) ($10.66)
14 2029 ($16.41) ($2.54) ($13.30) ($2.63) ($10.72) ($4.01) ($11.86) ($2.27) ($10.46)
15 2030 ($16.01) ($2.46) ($13.05) ($2.54) ($10.52) ($3.87) ($11.64) ($2.19) ($10.27)
16 2031 ($15.61) ($2.37) ($12.81) ($2.46) ($10.33) ($3.74) ($11.42) ($2.12) ($10.08)
17 2032 ($15.23) ($2.29) ($12.57) ($2.37) ($10.14) ($3.61) ($11.21) ($2.05) ($9.89)
18 2033 ($14.85) ($2.22) ($12.34) ($2.29) ($9.95) ($3.49) ($11.00) ($1.98) ($9.70)
19 2034 ($14.48) ($2.14) ($12.11) ($2.22) ($9.76) ($3.37) ($10.79) ($1.91) ($9.52)
20 2035 ($14.12) ($2.07) ($11.88) ($2.14) ($9.58) ($3.26) ($10.59) ($1.85) ($9.35)
21 2036 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
22 2037 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
23 2038 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
24 2039 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
25 2040 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00



 

3 MGD Hyrum Nibley Providence
SUMMARY Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

2016 $46.27 $50.25 $50.39 $52.54 $49.82 $63.26 $59.97 $61.42 $59.64
2017 $45.72 $49.56 $49.70 $51.78 $49.15 $62.39 $59.16 $60.59 $58.83
2018 $45.18 $48.89 $49.03 $51.03 $48.50 $61.54 $58.37 $59.77 $58.05
2019 $44.66 $48.24 $48.37 $50.31 $47.86 $60.71 $57.60 $58.97 $57.29
2020 $44.14 $47.61 $47.73 $49.60 $47.24 $59.90 $56.85 $58.19 $56.54
2021 $43.64 $46.99 $47.11 $48.92 $46.63 $59.10 $56.11 $57.43 $55.80
2022 $43.15 $46.39 $46.50 $48.25 $46.04 $58.33 $55.39 $56.68 $55.09
2023 $42.67 $45.80 $45.91 $47.60 $45.46 $57.57 $54.68 $55.95 $54.39
2024 $42.21 $45.23 $45.33 $46.97 $44.90 $56.82 $53.99 $55.24 $53.70
2025 $41.75 $44.67 $44.77 $46.35 $44.36 $56.09 $53.31 $54.54 $53.03
2026 $41.31 $44.13 $44.22 $45.75 $43.82 $55.38 $52.65 $53.86 $52.38
2027 $40.87 $43.59 $43.69 $45.16 $43.30 $54.68 $52.01 $53.19 $51.74
2028 $40.45 $43.08 $43.17 $44.60 $42.80 $54.00 $51.38 $52.53 $51.11
2029 $40.03 $42.58 $42.67 $44.04 $42.30 $53.33 $50.76 $51.89 $50.50
2030 $39.63 $42.08 $42.17 $43.50 $41.82 $52.68 $50.15 $51.27 $49.89
2031 $39.23 $41.61 $41.69 $42.97 $41.35 $52.04 $49.56 $50.65 $49.31
2032 $38.85 $41.14 $41.22 $42.46 $40.89 $51.42 $48.98 $50.06 $48.74
2033 $38.47 $40.69 $40.76 $41.96 $40.45 $50.81 $48.42 $49.47 $48.17
2034 $38.10 $40.24 $40.32 $41.48 $40.01 $50.21 $47.86 $48.90 $47.62
2035 $37.74 $39.81 $39.88 $41.00 $39.59 $49.62 $47.32 $48.34 $47.09
2036 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62
2037 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62
2038 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62
2039 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62
2040 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62

4 MGD Hyrum Nibley Providence
SUMMARY Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4
SUMMARY

2016 $49.05 $52.98 $53.12 $55.25 $52.56 $65.87 $62.61 $64.05 $62.28
2017 $48.43 $52.23 $52.37 $54.42 $51.82 $64.94 $61.74 $63.15 $61.41
2018 $47.82 $51.50 $51.63 $53.62 $51.10 $64.02 $60.88 $62.27 $60.56
2019 $47.23 $50.78 $50.91 $52.83 $50.40 $63.13 $60.05 $61.41 $59.74
2020 $46.66 $50.09 $50.21 $52.06 $49.72 $62.26 $59.24 $60.57 $58.93
2021 $46.09 $49.41 $49.53 $51.32 $49.05 $61.40 $58.44 $59.75 $58.14
2022 $45.54 $48.75 $48.86 $50.59 $48.40 $60.57 $57.66 $58.94 $57.36
2023 $45.01 $48.10 $48.21 $49.89 $47.77 $59.75 $56.90 $58.15 $56.61
2024 $44.49 $47.47 $47.58 $49.20 $47.15 $58.95 $56.15 $57.39 $55.87
2025 $43.97 $46.86 $46.96 $48.53 $46.55 $58.17 $55.42 $56.63 $55.14
2026 $43.47 $46.26 $46.36 $47.87 $45.96 $57.41 $54.71 $55.90 $54.43
2027 $42.99 $45.68 $45.78 $47.24 $45.39 $56.66 $54.01 $55.18 $53.74
2028 $42.51 $45.12 $45.21 $46.62 $44.84 $55.93 $53.33 $54.47 $53.06
2029 $42.04 $44.56 $44.65 $46.01 $44.29 $55.21 $52.66 $53.79 $52.40
2030 $41.59 $44.02 $44.11 $45.42 $43.76 $54.51 $52.01 $53.11 $51.75
2031 $41.15 $43.50 $43.58 $44.85 $43.24 $53.83 $51.37 $52.45 $51.12
2032 $40.71 $42.98 $43.06 $44.29 $42.74 $53.16 $50.75 $51.81 $50.50
2033 $40.29 $42.48 $42.56 $43.75 $42.25 $52.50 $50.14 $51.18 $49.90
2034 $39.88 $42.00 $42.07 $43.22 $41.77 $51.86 $49.54 $50.56 $49.30
2035 $39.47 $41.52 $41.59 $42.70 $41.30 $51.24 $48.96 $49.96 $48.73
2036 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62
2037 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62
2038 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62
2039 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62 $23.62



 

ERU Basis
26,000,000                                                           $1,913,125.51

$241.95
$20.16

Taxable Value Basis
Community Taxable Value 2013

Millville $0
Nibley $212,689,831
Providence $369,941,838
Hyrum $245,971,832
TOTAL $828,603,501

Annual payments $1,913,126
Mill levy 0.00230886         

Average payment: Yearly Monthly O&M Reserve TOTAL
$200,000 primary residential $254 $21.16 $20.12 $3.50 $44.78
$300,000 primary residential $381 $31.75 $20.12 $3.50 $55.37
For every $100,000 of commercial value $231 $19.24 $20.12 $3.50 $42.86


